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Motivation

Contrastive image-text pre-training leverage the natural alignment between image and text pairs 
to provide co-supervision for each domain and achieved good performance on the natural image-
text pairs collected from Internet.
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CLIP jointly trains an image encoder and a text encoder to predict 
the correct pairings of a batch of (image, text) training examples

Radford, Alec, et al. "Learning transferable visual models from natural language supervision." International conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2021.



Motivation

Contrastive image-text pre-training is crucial for clinical imaging applications, given the lack of 
explicit labels in healthcare.

3Johnson, A.E.W., Pollard, T.J., Berkowitz, S.J. et al. MIMIC-CXR, a de-identified publicly available database of chest radiographs with free-text reports. Sci Data 6, 317 (2019). 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41597-019-0322-0 
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What Is Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging (CMR)?

CMR allows to visualize the 3D cardiac anatomy and function in an unlimited number of views. 

CMR studies are able to visualize the morphology, motion, tissue characteristics, and even tissue 
perfusion within a single study. 

Each type of image has different characteristics, which make them sensitive to different 
pathophysiologies. 

The associated radiology report incorporates findings that describe both individual images and 
findings that synthesize from multiple image types and views.
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Examples of Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) images



Challenges in Contrastive Pre-training for CMR

Weak alignment between hundreds of images (with different views and types) and a clinical report 

Information Synthesize from both a single frame and motion from a series of frames 

Multiple co-morbidities of the patients 

Far less data available compared to other popular clinical modalities
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Contributions of Our Work
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CMRformer  
A multimodal learning framework 

that addresses the weak 
alignment problem of CMR

CMR dataset 
A comprehensive dataset 

consisting of 13,786 studies 
derived from actual clinical cases

Cardiomyopathies dataset 
An expert-labeled dataset of 

1939 studies for the diagnosis of 
various cardiomyopathies 



Overall Architecture
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Data Prepossessing of the Dataset
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Statistics and Comparison with existing CMR datasets
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CMR Sequences as Video Input
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Experimental Results for Retrieval Tasks

Learned representations showed better performance than zero-shot results 

More types/views contributed better performance 

Increasing the number of CMR images resulted in better performance
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Experimental Results for Cardiomyopathies Classification Task

We observed a correlation between the linear probing and the retrieval performance,  

CMRformer learned valuable CMR representations that are transferrable to downstream tasks.
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Experimental Results for Classification Task on ACDC Dataset

Our model are able to generalize to the public ACDC dataset. 

The visual embeddings obtained from our CMRformer are more categorically separated.
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Take-aways

Vision-language contrastive learning for Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (CMR) is challenging 
due to the weak alignment between the images and text. 

We proposed the first multimodal vision-language contrastive learning framework that 
enables the acquisition of CMR representations accompanied by cardiologist’s reports. 

We collected a large, single-site CMR dataset consisting of 13,786 studies derived from actual 
clinical cases. We also collected and labeled a Cardiomyopathies dataset, with 1,939 studies for 
the downstream disease classification task. 

We conducted extensive experiments to investigate the retrieval performance of various types 
and views of CMR images. 

We utilized the visual embeddings acquired from the visual encoder in the CMRformer and 
showed the generalizability of our trained model for downstream image classification tasks.
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